University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland

I studied on Faculty of Management at University of Lodz. The University groups 13 different faculties
and offers courses in English, Polish and Spanish language. It is the number one University for foreigners
in Poland. I would like to recommend very interesting course of Polish language which was really
interesting and thought me the most important communication sentences.
I was accommodated in University dormitories, my dormitory was renovated this year and equipment
was nice and clean. Only downside was that dormitories are not equipped with fridge. Most of
dormitories are located in one side of city where are most faculties so it’s not necessary to travel by
public transport. The students are very nice there and helpful although some of polish students don’t
speak English. They try to help you with every option possible for them. The city itself it’s not interesting
as the ones in rest of Poland, but it has perfect location to travel around whole Poland. Local ESN
community is organizing trips for foreigners so you don’t have to worry about organizing trips, there will
be somebody to help you with that. Expanses in Poland are similar one in Slovakia, so I didn’t saw any
difference in my expanses during Erasmus.
As student of Management I would recommend studies with professor Turala (he is coordinator for
foreigner studies) and with professor Czarnecky. The courses are not easy but you can see challenging
nature of courses. You will learn how to see problems from different point of view. The presentations in
classes are more difficult to learn and you have to present in very attractive intense way. At first it is
difficult to meet the expectations of teachers but after few weeks you will continue to learn and
improve yourself. There is wide choice of classes, because university offers full program in English also
for local students. You can choose classes from different faculties so there are various choices of
subjects.

